
 MESSAGE TO LABOUR 

(From our UKIP Labour Chairman) 

Tony Blair has blood on his hands and by association so do we. 

We have stuck with Labour in the hope that it will return to being the party of the 
people one day, but with each statement and each despicable lie our hope fades to 

despair as the millionaire champagne socialists laugh at our blind loyalty, to a dream 
that has long since vanished. 

This election the Parliamentary Labour Party will hope to form a coalition with the 
Scottish National Party and the Lib Dems, This will be the end of any hope of Brexit 

and the end for Trident. 

Today's Labour is a very dangerous party for Britain but especially for us in Furness. 
The only way Labour will return to its working class roots is for us to open our eyes 

and  stop voting for them. Maybe then they will remember who they really should have 
been representing, The British Workers!  

In UKIP all our members are equals, we and the ex-Conservative members recognise 
that our common goal is the future success of Britain. 

We don't look back, we look forward to the day Britain is truly independent, trading 
internationally, economically successful yet socially responsible. This isn't so difficult 

when we work together, but it’s impossible for the old Parties to ever do. With this 
philosophy UKIP is changing the course of political history. 

 DON’T LET THERESA MAY STEAL IT FROM YOU 

MESSAGE to LIB DEMS 

Which bit of democracy don’t you get? 

 
Is UKIP over? No - It's put its Trust in MAY.  

(Nigel Farage - May 6th - "UKIP is paying the price for a Tory P.M. who appears to 
have adopted Brexit, and could be stronger than ever in 3 years time. It's a long 

game.) 
APPEARANCES CAN BE DECEPTIVE. DO YOU TRUST MAY WITH BREXIT? 

The opportunity for Barrow and Furness is incredible. 
Labour town, surrounded by Tory Furness, wants clean Brexit and KEEP Nuclear.  
Hard Left Leader wants neither. Doesn't want his candidate either. Not hard Left 

enough. 
 

THE ONLY CERTAIN BREXIT VOTE HERE ...IS  
 

                             

This election is UNIQUE – it’s about BREXIT - again 

 
BARROW UKIP WORKS TOGETHER 

                 
UKIP is UNIQUE 

EX- LABOUR. EX- TORY. EVEN EX- LIB DEMS 

 

We are all scared for our jobs, our livelihoods, whether running a business or 
working anywhere.  We’re scared by uncontrolled immigration, ever rising 
costs, more and more taxes. Losing our way of life. Our high streets. 

We’re angry. With career politicians. Liars. Conning us to make money.  Big 
Internet companies avoiding taxes. People milking the Benefit system depriv-
ing people who really need help And the massive debt that the Westminster 
―Liberal‖ elite is dumping on our kids. There must be a better way. There is. 

 

WE’VE REALISED SOMETHING ELSE AS WELL 

 

The BIG ISSUES are TOO BIG for PARTY POLITICS 

 

Health, Benefit, Pensions and Debt interest take up 4/5ths of the Gov’t 
spending. That leaves 1/5th for everything else (and MAY even wants to keep 
throwing more money abroad at foreign ―aid‖. No wonder we’re broke. 

 

Insanity is doing the same thing again and again, expecting a different result 

 

THE UKIP WAY IS TO WORK TOGETHER 

 

We can talk about the difficult stuff without shouting. 

The other Parties never will. 

 

Vote  BREXIT      Vote  UKIP      Vote CHANGE 

 

 

MESSAGE to CONSERVATIVES 

(from a UKIP Conservative) 

WE DON’T TRUST MAY. It’s that simple 

 She’s no Maggie. But she’s VERY good at letting people believe what they are 
DESPERATE to hear, and get on with—BREXIT 

 

BUT LOOK AT HER RECORD. 

 

 She voted Remain 

 She was a useless Home Secretary 

 She wont stop uncontrolled immigration 

 She hasn’t reversed Leveson – (Cameron... 5 jobs Osborne...UBER? 

 She STILL wants to send billions abroad 

 She won’t pull out of the European Arrest Warrant 

 She won’t pull out of the EU Court of Human Rights 

 Do you really think she will restore UK Territorial waters and Fishing?  

 

 The European Communities Act 1972 - (ECA 72) 
 

THAT ACT IS WHAT MAKES EU LAW STRONGER THAN OURS. 

"it's only a statute, like any other" Supreme Court 2017 

Repeal that and we could be making trade deals now  
                  (instead of just talking about it) 

Repeal that and give the E.U. 2 years notice to get over it 
                  (Brexit really will mean Brexit) 

Repeal that and then (and only then) could we can legislate on UK Farming, Fishing, 
Borders, Immigration, Refugees. 

                   (Westminster in charge - not Brussels) 
 

BUT IF MAY HAS NOT COMMITTED  
TO REPEALING ECA 72 

BY 7TH JUNE -  
 

DO NOT VOTE TORY ON THE 8TH. 

Because then we will ALL know the truth. 

BREXIT NEEDS UKIP BACKBONE  BREXIT NEEDS UKIP BACKBONE  BREXIT NEEDS UKIP BACKBONE  



June 8th
 

 

DON’T BE FOOLED!   

 

This is REFERENDUM 2 

(disguised as an general election) 

 

Do you trust May with BREXIT ? 

(Look at her record. Judge for yourself) 

 

Vote BREXIT 

(again) 

Alan Nigel Piper  
 

alannpiperukip@gmail.com - (He will 
respond to Hope, not Hate)  

 

Just turned 64, brought up and schooled 
in Birkenhead. The place always seemed 
to be on strike. Made me a Conservative. 
Left 1974 

(Worked that winter in Asda, Barrow) 

 

1975 Moved South. Essex. Met people without chips on both shoulders. 
Stayed 25 years, got married, divorced (no kids involved) and worked in the 
City during the 80’s and 90’s (as did FARAGE) 

 

2000 Moved North.  Bought a Pub in Coniston, thought ―what could 
possibly go wrong?‖  Married again, and still here after 17 years. Daughter 
at school and step-son in the army. 

 

Thing is, 17 years running a small business has taught me a lot. Stuff that 
nobody in Parliament understands because that place is full of career 
politicians who’ve never had a real job. There's a lot we grown-ups can 
teach them. Lots of thing we know that would make an immediate 
difference. 
 
I'm not trying to get there to make a career, mine is behind me. (And if 
anybody can offer me a sensible proposal to stop corrupt politicians using 
Parliament as a career stepping-stone, I'd love to hear it)  

Conservative to UKIP 

 

2008/9/10 Watched Cameron & co take over the Party. Left. Looked at 
UKIP. Waited for something to happen. FARAGE 

 

2014 Met Farage. Stand-out politician of this generation. Got involved. 
Stood for W&L in 2015. Standing for Barrow and Furness today. 

 

(It’s worth remembering that Barrow has Trident because it doesn’t have 
the strike history that I grew up with.) 
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THE ONLY TRUE BREXIT IS UKIP 

                  Give Alan a UKIP vote in BARROW and FURNESS and you can 
be CERTAIN of three things  

 

100% SUPPORT for BREXIT 

 

Starting a political EARTHQUAKE 

 

Making them LISTEN, (to our concerns) 

 

Alan's a publican. Not a politician. Clarkson without steak. Get him there 
and watch the fireworks.  


